Behavioral economics show us that emotions play an important role in individual behavior and decision-making. Does this also affect collective decision making in a community? Here we investigate whether the community sentiment energy of a topic is related to the spreading popularity of the topic. To compute the community sentiment energy of a topic, we first analyze the sentiment of a user on the key phrases of the topic based on the recent tweets of the user. Then we compute the total sentiment energy of all users in the community on the topic based on the Markov Random Field (MRF) model and graph entropy model. Experiments on two communities find the linear correlation between the community sentiment energy and the real spreading popularity of topics. Based on the finding, we proposed two models to predict the popularity of topics. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the two models and the helpful of sentiment in predicting the popularity of topics. Experiments also show that community sentiment affects collective decision making of spreading a topic or not in the community.
Introduction
Predicting is a forever interesting research point in human history. With the rapid development of Web 2.0 applications, massive online users' personal information appears in Fig. 1 Life cycle of topics on SINA Weibo. X-axis is on a base-10 log scale these applications and makes the predicting of online content possible. We take the Chinese microblogging website SINA Weibo for instance. It is very similar to Twitter in United States and is one of the most popular sites in China. There are more than 503 million registered users and about 100 million messages posting each day on SINA Weibo. 1 Given such amazing large number of information spreading between a large number of users, microblogging website is a channel of information propagation of the topics in the real world, and it also influences the development of the related events, activities in the real world. For example, the hot event of "Guo Meimei" in June 2011 affects the credit of the Red Cross Society of China deeply, which received much less donation after the event. Guo Meimei was authenticated as the general manager of Red Cross Commerce, showed pictures of her lavish lifestyle of driving Mercedes and owning a big mansion on SINA Weibo. Her lavish lifestyle drew skepticism from people who questioned if her wealth came from the Red Cross Society of China. So it is important to predict the popularity of topics.
There have been some efforts building models to predict the popularity of online contents (Wu et al. 2010; Lerman and Hogg 2010; Lee et al. 2010) . They predicted future popularity of a given online content based on its early popularity and user's early reactions. Szabo and Huberman (Szabo and Huberman 2010) firstly found the strong linear correlation between the logarithmically transformed popularity of content at early and later times. Based on the founding, they proposed Szabo-Huberman (SH) model to predict the popularity of online content. Some researches (Wu et al. 2010; Pinto et al. 2013; Bao et al. 2013) tried to improve the performance of SH model. There is one problem with existing methods. In Fig. 1 , we can find that 74.14% topics last for less than 10 days and 81.38% topics last for less than 30 days. Topics change so quickly that it is important to predict the popularity of topics before they happen to earn enough time to make online advertising plans for business and so on. Existing methods focus on predicting future popularity of online contents which have already appeared based on their early popularity and users' early reactions, but they can not predict the popularity of topics which appear right now or do not even happen.
We know little about what drives popularity of topics in social network. Salganik et al. (2006) answered the question experimentally by measuring the impact of content quality and social influence on the popularity of cultural artifacts like songs, movies. They found that quality contributes little to their popularity, while the choices of others (social influence) affect the choice of the user and are responsibility of the success of cultural artifacts. They answer the question on an individual's point rather than group perspective. What drives the choices of a community or a network? In this paper, we try to answer the question on the perspective of the whole community of network based on user sentiment. Psychological researches (Damasio 1995; Dolan 2002) show that emotions (except information) play an significant role in human decision-making. The decisions of online users to diffuse the tweets of a topic or not influence the popularity of the topic, so we consider whether the emotions of users influence topic popularity. Thelwall et al. (2011) find the close relationship between popular evens and the increase of sentiment strength. Bollen et al. (2011) introduced public sentiment to predict stock market. We study if the sentiment of the users on a topic is related to the popularity of the topic in a community.
In this paper, we use the number of tweets in a topic to be the popularity of the topic. We compute the sentiment of online users on key phrases of a topic in a training dataset of tweets obtained from SINA Weibo API. The sentiment of a user on the key phrases of a topic can influence the decision of discussing about it or not. For example, if a user is a big fan of movie actor Arnold Schwarzenegger, then the user is probably to discuss the topic about Arnold Schwarzenegger. We introduce Markov Random Field (MRF) model (Kindermann et al. 1980 ) and graph entropy model (Körner 1973; Simonyi 1995) to compute the total topic sentiment energy in a community based on the users' sentiment on key phrases of the topic. Pearson correlation coefficient (Wikipedia 2015) measures the linear correlation between the community sentiment energies computed from the training dataset and the real future popularity of testing topics in the testing dataset. Our experimental results show that they are linearly correlated and indicate the latent ability for predicting the popularity of topics.
Based on the finding, we propose two linear methods to predict the popularity of unhappened topics. The first one is a one variable linear regression model named LinearMRF model based on the community sentiment energy. The second is a multivariate linear regression model named EdgeMRF model, which assume that the real popularity of topics associates the energy of each edge in the graph of the community, rather than the community sentiment energy. We find that the two methods are effective in predicting the popularity of topics and the EdgeMRF model is significantly better than the LinearMRF model.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
-We find that there is significant linear correlation between the community sentiment energy and the real popularity of topics in a community. It shows the effectiveness of sentiment in predicting the popularity of topics and the sentiment of a community can affect collective decision making of spreading a topic or not. -Based on the finding, we propose two methods to predict the popularity of topics based on community user sentiment. We are the first trying to predict the popularity of topics that have not happened. -Extensive experiments on two communities verify our finding and show the effectiveness of the methods in predicting the popularity of topics that have not happened.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some important related works. Section 3 introduces our framework for measuring the linear correlation between the community sentiment energy and the real popularity of topics. Based on the results of the Section 3, we introduce two models to predict the popularity of topics in Section 4. Finally, conclusion and discussion are provided in Section 5.
Related works 2.1 Popularity prediction
Some researches try to predict based on user sentiment. Thelwall et al. (2011) studied whether popular events are typically associated with the increase of sentiment strength. They found that popular events are normally associated with increases in negative sentiment strength. Bollen et al. (2011) compared the changing of Twitter mood with the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) over time and found the association relation between them. They used the relation to predict stock market.
There are a large number of works predicting popularity of online content like news, videos, and tweets in social networks. Crane and Sornette (2008) identified four main classes of the popularity evolution patterns of YouTube videos. They explained the reason of the four main classes by the combination of endogenous and exogenous effects. Szabo and Huberman (2010) studied the problem of predicting the popularity of online content on Digg and Youtube. They found that there were a strong linear correlation between the logarithmically transformed popularity of content at early and later times. Because of the founding, they presented a model to predict future popularity based on the popularity of early times. Pinto et al. (2013) improved Szabo and Huberman's method (Szabo and Huberman 2010) using the historical information given by early population measures in Youtube. Figueiredo et al. (2011) studied growth patterns of video popularity and the types of the referrers that most often attracted users to videos on such patterns. Wu et al. (2010) proposed a reservoir computing based model to predict the near future popularity of a Web object. But their model does not outperform the Szabo-Huberman model (Szabo and Huberman 2010) , as reported by the authors. Lee et al. (2010) try to predict if a thread in a discussion forum will stat in popular in the near future using biology-inspired survival analysis method. Yin et al. (2012) tried to rank items in online sharing systems according to their excepted popularity. Their method was built on a model of user behavior and early votes of the items. Bao et al. (2013) studied the importance of structural characteristics for the popularity of tweets on SINA Weibo. They find that the prediction accuracy can be improved by incorporating the factor of structural diversity into some existing content based methods. Gao et al. (2014) tried to find effective features for tweet popularity prediction. They obtain the temporal features of first 10 retweets which satisfy prediction performance. Kristina and Tad (Lerman and Hogg 2010) proposed a stochastic models of user behavior based method to predict popularity in social news portal Digg. They use early user reactions to a new submission to to predict how many votes the story will get a few days later. Hong et al. (Hong et al. 2011 ) cast the task of predicting the popularity of messages into a classification problem by investigating features like the content of the messages, users' social graph and so on.
There are some researches predicting hot topics in online forums or information retrieval systems, but they did not utilize the rich relations between users in social network. Tong et al. (2008) put forward an adaptive autoregressive model to predict hot topics in the near future based on the web browsing log information. Buckley (2004) tried to improve the performance of information retrieval by predicting which topics work well with which approaches.
Sentiment analysis
Sentiment analysis, which is also named opinion mining, is to study text with sentiments, opinions, emotions and so on. In social network platforms, users are free to express their daily sentiments and opinions. Many researches focused on this research area in social networks. Barbosa and Feng (2010) proposed a method to detect user sentiments on Twitter tweets using characteristics of how tweets are written and meta-information of the words in the tweets. Davidov et al. (2010) proposed a supervised sentiment classification framework by utilizing 50 Twitter tags and 15 emoticons. Jonathon Read (2005) used emoticons to reduce dependency in Machine learning methods for sentiment classification. Diakopoulos and Shamma (2010) characterized the performance of U.S. presidential debate in 2008 by analyzing users sentiments in twitter. Bollen et al. (2009) extract six dimensions of mood (tension, depression, anger, vigor, fatigue, confusion) and compared the results with fluctuations recorded by stock market. Tumasjan et al. (2010) found that Twitter user sentiment validly mirror offline German federal election. Bifet and Frank (2010) found that Twitter messages are short and generated constantly, and well suited the characteristics of data stream. They proposed a stream based method on sentiment analysis.
Although there are many researches in computing the sentiment of a post in microblogging websites, the computing time is too long to be used, since there are 155,941,545 tweets in our "Jackie Chan" dataset and 12,633,641 tweets in our "Zhi-Hua Zhou" dataset. So we use the simple sentiment computing method of using emoticons like (Davidov et al. 2010) and then compute the community sentiment energy of topics.
Framework of our methods

Dataset and methods overview
We obtained public tweets for six months from Jul. 1st to Dec. 31st, 2014 using SINA Weibo API. We got 6,824,948,570 public tweets of 90,388,540 users. If a user i retweets from user j or mentions user j (@username), then there is a retweet-mention-relation between user i and j . The relations between users were extracted from the 6,824,948,570 public tweets of 90,388,540 users. User's social graph G was constructed based on the retweet-mentionrelations between the users. We obtained a user community in the graph G of the 90,388,540 users from a specific user who is the only one in the initial seed set SeedSet based on the retweet-mention-relations. The community is made by the neighbors at distance up to MaxDepth. We got a community of 137,613 users from the specific user "Jackie Chan", 2 who is a famous Hong Kong movie actor. 3 Another community is from user "Zhi-Hua Zhou", 4 who is the ACM/AAAS/AAAI/IEEE Fellow majoring in machine learning of Nanjing University. 5 There are 16,628 users in the "Zhi-Hua Zhou" community. The maximum depth MaxDepth is 4 in the "Jackie Chan" community and 3 in the "Zhi-Hua Zhou" community, since there are too many users which will take too long time to finish computing in the "Zhi-Hua Zhou" community if MaxDepth is 4.
We extracted public tweets of the users in the two communities for six months from Jul. 1st to Dec. 31st, 2014 on SINA Weibo. There are totally 155,941,545 tweets in the "Jackie Chan" dataset and 12,633,641 tweets in the "Zhi-Hua Zhou" dataset. We split the dataset into two parts: train dataset which contains 110,938,220 tweets in the "Jackie Chan" dataset 4) Measure the linear correlation between the total sentimental energy of the community and the real popularity of topics; (5) Propose two methods to predict the popularity of topics that have not happened yet (8,039,686 tweets in the "Zhi-Hua Zhou" dataset) in the first four months from Jul. 1th to Oct. 31 and test dataset which contains 45,003,325 tweets in the "Jackie Chan" dataset (4,593,955 tweets in the "Zhi-Hua Zhou" dataset) in the last two months from Nov. 1 to Dec. 31.
As shown in Fig. 2 , our methods proceed in five phases. In the first phase, we extract testing topics from the test dataset of the last two months and the details are in Section 3.2. For each testing topic, we gather all tweets in the topic to one document and extract top-10 key phrases from the document using the key phrase extraction tool ANSJ 6 which is an open source Chinese word processing toolkit. In the second phase, we compute the sentiment of every user on the top-10 key phrases of each testing topic from the training dataset of the first 4 months. A 10-dimensional sentiment vector of the top-10 key phrases of a topic is built for a user. Each dimension in the sentiment vector corresponds to one of the top-10 key phrases of the topic. The details of this phase are in Section 3.3. In the third phase, latent energy of the user community on a topic is calculated based on the sentiment vector built in the second phase using the training dataset. Markov random field (MRF) model (Kindermann et al. 1980 ) and graph entropy model (Körner 1973; Simonyi 1995) are employed to compute the latent community sentiment energy of the user community. The details of this phase are in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. In the fourth phase, we investigate the hypothesis that the community sentiment energy of a topic as computed based on user sentiment is predictive of future popularity of the topic. We use Pearson correlation coefficient 7 to correlate the real testing topic popularity in the testing dataset to the community sentiment energy computed in the training dataset. The details of this phase are in Section 3.6. In the fifth phase, we propose two methods to predict the popularity of the topics and employ the real popularity of the topics to validate the effectiveness of our methods. The details of this phase are in Section 4.
Testing topics and their key phrases
On SINA Weibo, users can annotate tweets with hashtags ("#hashtag#" on SINA Weibo, "#hashtag" on Twitter) to indicate the ongoing topics. For example, "#Rio2016#" ("#Rio2016" on Twitter) is the hashtag indicating the topic of "Summer Olympics 2016". We use hashtags to represent topics and use the hashtags to extract tweets of topics from the test dataset (if a tweet contains a hashtag, then the tweet is about the topic of the hashtag). It is a convenient way to categorize tweets into different topics. In this paper, we use the number of tweets in a topic to be the popularity of the topic. We count the occurrence number of every hashtag in the tweets of our test datasets to be the popularity of the corresponding topic. If a tweet has multiple hashtags, then the tweet will belong to multiple topics in our experiments.
To make sure that the topics have fully diffused and the popularity of the topics is correctly calculated, we only extracted topics (hashtags) which begin in the first month (November 2014) of the test dataset. Topics which begin in the second month (December 2014) may have not fully diffused and the number of tweets in the topics may not be correct.
To count the number of tweets in the topics, the whole tweets in the test dataset of the two months (November and December, 2014) are used. We remove unpopular topics which are less than 100 tweets and get 5150 topics in the test dataset of the "Jackie Chan" community and 224 topics in the test dataset of the "Zhi-Hua Zhou" community. After removing topics with same number of tweets, we finally get 298 topics in the "Jackie Chan" community and 141 topics in the "Zhi-Hua Zhou" community for testing. Figure 3 shows the real popularity (the number of tweets) of the 298 topics and the 141 topics for testing.
ANSJ is an open source Chinese word processing toolkit. It can be used for keyword extraction, word segmentation and so on. NLPIR (ICTCLAS) 8 is also a popular Chinese word processing tool that can extract key phrases from a document, but NLPIR (ICTCLAS) can not handle large document quickly, so we choose ANSJ to process key phrases extraction. We add stopwords to ANSJ toolkit to avoid the appearance of them in the results. We gather all tweets in a topic to one document and then extract the top-m key phrases from the document using ANSJ. A topic k is then represented as a bag of key phrases as shown in (1).
User sentiment on a topic
Since a topic is represented as a bag of key phrases as shown in (1), then the sentiment of a user on a topic can be represented by the sentiment on the top-m key phrases. We compute the user sentiment of the testing topics from the training dataset. Suppose s(u i ) k,n is the sentiment of user u i on key phrase term k,n (n = 1, 2, · · · , m), then the sentiment sen(u i , k) of user u i on topic k is represented as (2).
As the length of a tweet on SINA Weibo is very short without exceeding 140 characters, we simply assume that the sentiment of user u i on a key phrase of a tweet is equal to the sentiment of user u i on the tweet which contains the key phrase. If the key phrase does not exist in the tweet, the sentiment of u i on the tweet will be 0. There are a large percent of tweets that do not contain the key phrases of a topic, but we use months of user tweets in the training dataset and we compute sentiment energy of a community of users rather than a user. So there are still many tweets containing the key phrases of a topic for computing community sentiment energy.
In microblogging websites, the words in tweets are usually non-standardized and personalized. There are always a lot of new words existing and traditional methods for computing sentiment is hard to be used. There are so many tweets (110,938,220 tweets in the train dataset) that the amount of calculation is very huge. Many researches in computing the sentiment of a post in microblogging websites can not be used due to the computational speed in so many tweets. Emoticons are convenient ways for users in microblogging website to show their emotions and sentiment when they are posting tweets. We find that there are 52,602,698 tweets contains emoticons in the 110,938,220 tweets of the "Jackie Chan" train dataset. It is 47.42% of all tweets in the train dataset. We compute the user sentiment on a tweet based on 436 emoticons on SINA Weibo as shown in Fig. 4 like Davidov et al. (2010) . We annotate the 436 emoticons to be positive, negative or neutral manually. There are three volunteers to annotate the 436 emoticons. If two or all of the three volunteers think the emoticon is positive (negative or neutral), then it is. There are no cases that all the three volunteers hold different opinions in the process of annotation since the emoticons are relatively easy to annotate. Suppose there are pos positive emoticons and neg negative emoticons on a tweet j which contains the key phrase term k,n (n = 1, 2, · · · , m), then the sentiment stweet (u i , j) of the user u i on the tweet j and the sentiment sphrase (u i , j) k,n of the user u i on the key phrase term k,n (n = 1, 2, · · · , 10) of tweet j can be calculated as (3).
If key phrase term k,n (n = 1, 2, · · · , m) does not appear in tweet j , then sphrase(u i , j) k,n = 0. If T weet (u i ) is the set of all tweets of user u i , then the sentiment sen(u i ) k,n of user u i on key phrase term k,n (n = 1, 2, · · · , m) in (2) can be calculated as shown in (4).
Community sentiment energy based on Markov random field model
Markov Random Field (MRF) (Kindermann et al. 1980) , which is also known as Markov network or undirected graphical model, is a set of random variables having a Markov property in an undirected graph. MRF is commonly used in statistical machine learning to model joint distributions, such as modeling image de-noising (Li 2009 ), information retrieval (Metzler and Croft 2005) and so on. A MRF is an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u N } is the set of users in social network, E is the set of retweet-mention-relations between users. Each node u i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N) is associated with a random variable (RV), which is the sentimental vector sen(u i , k)(i = 1, 2, ..., N ) of user u i on topic k. To satisfy the Markov property, we assume that information only diffuses to neighbors. Then MRF satisfies p(sen(u i , k)|{sen(u j , k)} j =1,2,...,N ) = p(sen(u i , k)|{sen(u j , k)} u j ∈N i ), where N i is the neighborhood of node u i , u j ∈ N i if and only if (u i , u j ) ∈ E. According to MRF, suppose C x is one of the max cliques in the graph and C = x C x , the total energy of graph G on topic k is E(G, k) = E(C, k) = x E(C x , k). To simplify handling, we only consider the cliques with two nodes. In other words, we only consider the cliques where two nodes are connected by an edge. The energy of a max clique with multi nodes is simply the sum of energy of each sub-clique with two nodes. We define two kinds of energy function of cliques with two nodes: cosine measure and average length. We try to compute the community sentiment energy between u i and u j using the two functions to evaluate the probability of u i and u j talking about a topic in microblogging websites. We find that if two users have the same sentiment on a topic, they like to talk about it and the sentimental energy between them will be large. If they have opposite sentiment on a topic, they also like to debate on it and the sentimental energy between them will be large too. So traditional Euclidean Distance does not suit this case, since the sentimental energy will be zero if two users have exactly the same sentiment on a topic. So we use the average length of the two sentimental vectors to the zero-vector to represent the sentimental energy between two users. The absolute value of cosine similarity (cosine measure) of two vectors also suits this case.
For energy function cosine measure, (5) is the energy of the clique C ij between two nodes u i and u j . It is the absolute value of cosine similarity between sentimental vectors sen(u i , k)(i = 1, 2, ..., N ) and sen(u j , k)(j = 1, 2, ..., N ) of node u i and u j on topic k.
For energy function average length, (6) is the energy of the clique C ij between two nodes u i and u j . It is the average length of sentiment vectors sen(u i , k)(i = 1, 2, ..., N ) and sen(u j , k)(i = 1, 2, ..., N ) of node u i and u j .
The community sentiment energy of graph (community) G on topic k can be calculated as (7),
where E is the edge set of Graph G. Shannon (2001) proposed entropy to quantify information in information theory. Shannon's measure of information is the number of bits to represent the amount of uncertainty (randomness) in a data source. Körner et al. (Körner 1973; Simonyi 1995) introduced graph entropy associated with the graph based on the Shannon entropy. Anand and Bianconi (2009) studied different definition of entropy of network ensembles for the quantification of the complexity of networks. Cruz et al. (2011) proposed a method to detect community based on the graph entropy. In this paper, we compute the graph entropy of a community (energy of a community) to show the quantification of the complexity of the community. Graph entropy, which measures the latent community sentiment energy of the graph, is computed based on the user sentiment vector of a topic. Given a graph G, suppose p eij is the probability of edge eij of user u i and u j to communicate about the topic k. Like paper Anand and Bianconi (2009) and Cruz et al. (2011) , the graph entropy (the sentiment energy) of the community can be calculated as (8).
Community sentiment energy based on graph entropy model
where E is the edge set of Graph G. The probability p eij of edge eij of user u i and u j to communicate about the topic k can be computed based on the user sentiment vectors sen(u i , k)(i = 1, 2, ..., N ) and sen(u j , k)(j = 1, 2, ..., N ) . The function cosine measure in (5) and average length in (6) 
Linear correlation between community sentiment energy and the real popularity of topics
Sections 3.4 and 3.5 shows two different models of MRF and graph entropy in computing community sentiment energy on a topic. Two energy functions cosine measure in (5) and average length in (6) are used to compute the energy or the probability p eij to communicate between user u i and user u j . In this section, we study whether the community sentiment energy is predictive of the real popularity of a topic in the community. We study the linear correlation between the graph energy of a community and the real popularity. In this paper, we define the number of tweets in a topic to be the real popularity of the topic. Pearson correlation coefficient (Wikipedia 2015) developed by Karl Pearson is widely used to measure the linear correlation (dependence) between two variables. Correlation coefficient r is to measure the strength of the relationship between the two variables. In general, the higher the correlation coefficient r, the stronger the relationship. Significance tests are done to test if correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero. There are often three typical significance level of p-value p: 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. If p-value p is smaller than a significance level such as 0.05, then correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero in the significance level 0.05. We compute the r and p to test the linear correlation between the community sentiment energy and the real popularity.
To test the linear relations between the community sentiment energy and the real popularity of topics, we constructed 11 test datasets (6 test datasets) according to the gap of the number of tweets between every two topics in the "Jackie Chan" ("Zhi-hua Zhou") dataset. The gap of the real popularity between every two topics in a test dataset are equal or larger than Num (Num = 10, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000) in the "Jackie Chan" dataset and Num (Num = 1, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200) in "Zhi-hua Zhou" dataset. For example, for dataset Num = 10, The gap of the real popularity between every two topics are equal or larger than 10. Figure 5 shows the number of topics in the test datasets of the two communities.
We compute the Pearson correlation coefficients of the community sentiment energy and the real popularity with the change of the different Num in the test dataset of the two communities. Tables 1 and 2 shows the pearson correlation coefficient results of community sentiment energy and real popularity on the 11 test datasets of "Jackie Chan" community and 5 test datasets of "Zhi-hua Zhou" community. According to Dancey and Reidy (2007) , the strength of correlation can be classified to five categorizations: Zero(0), Weak(0.1-0.3), The number of topics in the 11 datasets. The gaps of the real popularity between every two topics in the test datasets are shown on the X axis Table 1 The correlation coefficients of community sentiment energy and real popularity in different datasets of "Jackie Chan" community The bold entries are the ones that the r is larger than 0.4 (moderate strength of correlation) and the p is lower than the significance levels Moderate(0.4-0.6), Strong(0.7-0.9) and Perfect(1.0). So if the p-value is smaller than the significance level and the Pearson correlation coefficient r-value is larger than 0.4, the linear correlation between the topic sentiment energy of a community and the real popularity is significant.
In Tables 1 and 2 , we can find that the community sentiment energy computed by MRF model with energy function "cosine measure" has a significant linear correlation with the real topic popularity if the different Num is equal or larger than 100 in the "Jackie Chan" dataset and 1 in the "Zhi-hua Zhou" dataset. It means that it's possible to predict the popularity of topics that did not happen with a small error. Significant test student's t-test 9 is used to indicate statistically significant improvements of one method over another methods. The p-values of student's t-test of the method "MRF+CosineMeasure" over the other three methods "GraphEntropy+AverageLength", "MRF+AverageLength", "GraphEntropy+CosineMeasure" are 7.5e-007, 0.0011 and 1.5e-004 in the "Jackie Chan" dataset. The p-values of t-test over the three methods in the "Zhi-hua Zhou" dataset are 0.0022, 0.0017 and 0.0021. They are all smaller than typical significant level 0.01. It means that the method "MRF+CosineMeasure" is the best one of the four methods in computing the community sentiment energy. The method "MRF+AverageLength" in "Jackie Chan" dataset is also better than "GraphEntropy+AverageLength" and "GraphEntropy+CosineMeasure", since the p-values of "MRF+AverageLength" over "GraphEntropy+AverageLength" and "GraphEntropy+CosineMeasure" are 1.1e-004 and 8.5e-004, which are smaller than significant level 0.01. But in the "Zhi-hua Zhou" dataset, the p-value of method "MRF+AverageLength" and "GraphEntropy+CosineMeasure" is 0.1215, so no one is significant better than the other one. Table 2 The correlation coefficients of community sentiment energy and real popularity in different datasets of "Jackie Chan" community The bold entries are the ones that the r is larger than 0.4 (moderate strength of correlation) and the p is lower than the significance levels
We try different splits of training dataset and testing dataset to show the effect of the method "MRF+CosineMeasure" which is the best one of the four proposed methods. In previous experiments, we use 4 months' tweets to be training dataset for computing community sentiment energy, the other two months' tweets to be the testing dataset. We try to use early 3 months' (2 months', 1 month) tweets to be the training dataset and the other tweets to be the testing dataset. Table 3 shows the experimental results of different splits of training dataset and testing dataset. We can find that all r-values of Pearson correlation coefficient are larger than 0.4. The p-values of student t-test of 4 months' tweets training to 3 months' (2 months', 1 month) tweets training are 0.5471, 0.3294, 0.1047. The p-values are all not less than 0.1 and the values show that 4 months training dataset is not significantly better than the 3 months' (2 months', 1 month) training dataset. But the p-values are decreasing with the decrease of the number of tweets in the training dataset. So we can find that the decreasing of the number of tweets in the training dataset does not significantly degrade the performance. It means we can use less training tweets to predict the popularity of topics. The bold entries are the ones with the largest correlation coefficient r in different splits of datasets
Prediction model and experiments
Section 3.6 studied the linear correlation relation between the community sentiment energy and the real popularity in a community. The experiments show that the community sentiment energy computed based on Markov Random Field (MRF) model with energy function "cosine measure" is the best one of the proposed methods in predicting the popularity of topics that have not appeared. In this section, we proposed two linear methods to predict the popularity of topics based on the method: LinearMRF and EdgeMRF.
LinearMRF This method is based on the proved hypothesis that the community sentiment energy based on the MRF model with energy function "cosine measure" has a significant linear correlation with the real topic popularity. We can predict the popularity of topic k using (9),
where α and β are the parameters that need to learn. The definition of E(G,k) shows in (7).
EdgeMRF This method assumes that each edge eij in the graph G has different weight ω eij . The predicted popularity of topic k has a linear correlation with the energy of each edge in graph G of the community. (10) shows how to compute the sentiment energy of topic k,
where E(sen(u i , k), sen(u j , k)) is defined in (5) and ρ is a parameter which needs to learn from training. Loss function based on "mean squared error" estimator is constructed to learn the best parameters for predicting popularity of topics in (9) and (10). Let ST be the set of all topics in the train dataset, then the loss function is shown in (11),
where real(G, k) is the real popularity of graph G on topic k. Stochastic gradient descent method is introduced to minimize the total loss through training. The steps of stochastic gradient descent can be presented as follows: (1) Choose the initial values of the parameters and learning rate. (2) Repeat step (2.1) and (2.2) until an approximate minimum of the loss function is obtained: (2.1) Compute the gradient of each parameter; (2.2) Update the values of the arguments toward the descending gradient.
We take parameter ω eij for example to illustrate how we use stochastic gradient descent to learn parameters in our framework. The gradient of parameter ω eij can be calculated as (12),
where E(C ij , k) is computed in (5). Parameter ω eij can be updated according to (13),
where η is the learning rate and ∂l ∂ω eij is calculated in (12). Figure 6 shows the regression lines of the LinearMRF method. We use coefficient of determination 10 to measure the goodness of fit of the LinearMRF method. Figure 6a shows the regression line with coefficient of determination R 2 = 0.3943 on the dataset Num = 800 when the RSE valueis the smallest one of the LinearMRF in the "Jackie Chan" community in Table 4 . Figure 6b shows the regression line with coefficient of determination R 2 = 0.8115 on the dataset Num = 200 when the RSE value is the smallest one of the LinearMRF in the "Zhi-Hua Zhou" community in Table 5 . The results show the goodness of fit of the LinearMRF method.
Like (Szabo and Huberman 2010) , we use the Relative Squared Error (RSE) to evaluate the performance of the prediction models as shown in (14),
where P (G, k) is the predicted popularity of the topics of our methods and real(G, k) is the real popularity of topics. real(G, k) = 1 |ST | k∈ST real (G, k) is an average of the real popularity of the topics. We evaluate the performance of the LinearMRF and EdgeMRF models in the "Jackie Chan" dataset and "Zhi-hua Zhou" dataset described in Section 3.6. In each test dataset, we randomly split the dataset to train dataset and test dataset with equal number of topics (the train dataset have one more topic when the number of topics in the dataset Num is odd). Tables 4 and 5 shows the prediction errors of the two models in the "Jackie Chan" and "Zhihua Zhou" datasets. We can find that only the RSE value 1.0536 of the LinearMRF model on dataset Num = 500 is beyond 1.0 of the "Jackie Chan" dataset. Other RSE values are all smaller than 1.0. In the "Jackie Chan" dataset, the RSE values of LinearMRF in dataset Num = 600, Num = 700, Num = 800 and Num = 1000 are smaller than 0.7. The prediction errors of EdgeMRF are all less than 0.8 in the 10 datasets of "Jackie Chan" community. In the "Zhi-hua Zhou" dataset, the RSE value of EdgeMRF method even reaches 0.2112 when Num = 150. The prediction errors of EdgeMRF are less than 0.5 when Num is equal to or larger than 50. The results show that LinearMRF and EdgeMRF are effective in predicting popularity of topics in both the "Jackie Chan" and "Zhi-hua Zhou" dataset. We use Student's t-test to indicate statistically significant improvements of the EdgeMRF model over the LinearMRF model. The p-value of the EdgeMRF model over the LinearMRF model is 0.0691 in the "Jackie Chan" dataset and 0.0014 in the "Zhi-hua Zhou" dataset. It's a significant improvement in the significant level 0.1 and 0.01 in the two datasets. So the EdgeMRF model is statistically better than LinearMRF to predict popularity of topics.
Discussion
In this paper, we try to predict the popularity of topics which have not appeared in a microblogging website. Some existing works like TDT tasks have been done to detect and track topics. Some researches predict the popularity of online content based on their early popularity information. But these works predict the online content which has already happened. We are the first trying to predict the popularity of un-happened things. The sentiment of a user on the key phrases of a topic can influence the decision of whether to discus about it. Based on this observation, we employ Markov Random Field (MRF) model and graph entropy model to compute the community sentiment energy of a topic, which is probably correlated with the real popularity of the topic. Experiments show the linear correlation between the community sentiment energy based on the MRF model and the real popularity of topics.
We propose two models LinearMRF and EdgeMRF to predict the popularity of topics. The relative squared errors (RSE) of EdgeMRF can reach about 0.7 in all the ten datasets of "Jackie Chan" community. The value of RSE even reach 0.2112 in the dataset Num = 150 of "Zhi-hua Zhou" community. The results show the value of users' history sentiment on predicting the popularity of topics. It also shows the sentiment of a community can affect collective decision making of spreading a topic or not in the community. Our work can be used in many areas. For example, online social network marketing can use our work of predicting the popularity of topics to earn enough time in making plans for advertising. For potential candidate of government, it is very useful for them to find what the citizens care about for making helpful policies and earning the people's support.
The performance can be improved since our predicting models are simple and straightforward. We'll try to improve the models in future. The early population information and the structure of social network are also very helpful and we'll add this information to our model to improve the performance of predicting the popularity of topics in future.
